Basic Youth Bridge Course
- One of the world’s greatest card games, at home, at the club and on the Internet -

- Are you up for the Challenge?
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Introduction
and basic ideas of the game
Bridge is arguably the world’s most popular card
game. The basic rules are relatively simple, whereas
the possibilities are endless. To play bridge you need
four people and a normal deck with 52 cards.
A normal deck has four suits, spades, hearts, diamonds and
clubs. The Ace (A) is the highest card. After that come the
King (K), Queen (Q), Jack ( J), Ten (10) all the way down to
the Two, the lowest card. Ace, King, Queen, Jack and even
Ten are named honour cards or just honours, and all cards
below are named spot cards (pips).
When all four players have sorted their cards, it could look
like this:

         

[Q32
]985
{A 7 3
}A K J 7

with a club must play one. However, if you are out of clubs
(void), you have a free choice among all other cards.

A pairs game
At bridge it is important to bear in mind that you must
co-operate with your partner at all times. If your partner
plays the king, it does not make sense that you play the
ace. Even if you play the deuce, your side will win the trick!
In tournaments, bridge is played with pre-dealt cards,
which means that everyone around the room plays the
same cards. In order to make sure that the next table
gets the exact same distribution of the four hands it is
important to remember that you must not play ‘to the
middle’ of the table.

[A J 7 4
]T 7 6 3
{654
}T 4
N
W

E
S

[85
]Q42
{ K QT 9 2
}Q82

[ KT 9 6
]A K J
{J8
}9653
Bridge is a pairs game where you and your partner must
co-operate to take as many tricks as possible. In order
to make it easier when we play bridge we name the four
players West, North, East and South. North and South are
partners against East and West.
A bridge hand is named a deal, a hand or a board, and is
played with thirteen tricks, where all four players follow
with a card to each trick. One card from each of the four
players is a trick, hence thirteen tricks altogether. The
player with the highest card wins the trick. The play is
always clockwise, card by card.
In the example above we pretend that West starts with the
Ace of Clubs. North plays the four, East the two (deuce)
and South the three. West has played the highest card and
wins the trick.

Instead, all players place their cards face down in front of
him/her from right to left or left to right (your choice). If
you place the card horizontally, your side has lost the trick,
whereas if you place the card vertically your side won the
trick. When the deal is complete, it is easy to count tricks
won and lost. It is also easy to collect all your cards and
put them back into the pocket you took them from when
the deal was about to begin.

East-West (E-W) are leading 1-0, and as West won the trick
he is also the player to continue at trick two.

Declarer,
dummy and defenders

When all thirteen cards have been played the deal is over.
You are entitled to play any card you like, with the exception that you must always follow suit if you can. In other
words, if West starts with the Ace of Clubs, every player

One side will always be ‘attackers’. Accordingly, the other
side will become ‘defenders’. The leader of the attacking
side is called declarer, and here comes a rule that makes
bridge unique. Every time you become declarer your
SID 3
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partner will table his thirteen cards, fully visible to the
other three players.
In bridge books and magazines you will always see South
as declarer; then it will be easier to illustrate. A deal could
look like this:

Dummy
[A Q 8 7
]Q98
{QJ5
}K75
[ J 10 9 4
]J643
{963
}98

N
W

E
S

[65
]A 7 2
{A K 4 2
} Q J 10 2

[K32
] K 10 5
{ 10 8 7
}A 6 4 3
                              Declarer
South has become declarer. Obviously, any player can become declarer, and we will come back to that a little later.
The play begins with the opening lead by declarer’s left
hand opponent (LHO), this time West. He can choose
any card he likes. When the opening lead has been made,
North will table his thirteen cards face up sorted in vertical
columns in suits, with the highest card nearest to him/herself. From here, only declarer decides which cards should
be played from the table, known as ”dummy”. As dummy
your only duty is to play the cards declarer asks for.
As dummy you will not be an active player, and you are
not allowed, directly or indirectly, to let declarer know
which cards he should play to the various tricks. The play
will always run clockwise, so one after the other West,
North, East and South will play a card to a trick. The hand
that wins the trick decides which card to lead to the following trick, and the play will continue like that until all
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thirteen cards from the four hands have been played.
As South is declarer he will have to administer twenty-six
cards, his own thirteen and dummy’s thirteen. In order to
avoid that South must stretch to reach the cards he wants
to play from the dummy; he will ask his partner to play a
specific card. He takes the card and holds it in front of him.
As declarer, your main objective is to achieve a goal. A typical goal could be to take nine tricks. If you succeed, you
will be rewarded with a number of points. As defender,
your goal is evidently the opposite, namely, if possible,
to stop declarer from taking the nine tricks he needs. If
you are successful, you will be rewarded with a number of
points and declarer ”penalized” for not taking the tricks he
was supposed to.
It is always best to take as many tricks as possible, but the
point scheme will first of all reward your goal. If you get
nine tricks it may for example give you 400 points. If you
take ten or eleven tricks (overtricks), you will get 430 or
460 points, whereas you will lose 50 points if you only manage to take eight tricks. To risk your nine tricks in order to
maybe take ten or eleven tricks therefore rarely pays off as
the potential loss is much greater than the potential gain.
We concede that it might be boring to be defenders to
fight for lowly 50s, when declarer can get several hundreds or even thousands of points, but if you compete at
bridge you will always be compared to the ones with the
same cards as yourself. Trying to achieve the best result
possible is therefore a reward in itself, and if you take two
tricks and the defenders at the next table only take one,
you have done a better job than them. 100 is better than
50.

Auction and contract
We now have a basic idea of how the game is played
technically. Before we get to the play of the cards, we
have, through a bidding auction, decided what declarer’s
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on the play in notrump. To reach a contract of 1NT or
3NT is relatively normal. Playing in 1NT we need to take
seven (one + six) tricks. If the final bid, or the contract as
it is usually called, is 3NT, our goal is to take three + six =
nine tricks. To play in 7NT we must consequently try to
take all thirteen tricks (seven + six = 13 tricks).
The player within the declaring partnership who first bid
the suit or notrump of the final contract is always the declarer. If you open the bidding with 1NT and your partner
bids 3NT, you who opened 1NT will be declarer, although
it was your partner who bid notrump last. The issue is that
you bid notrump first!

goal is. When we looked at a deal you might have noticed
that the spade suit was at the very top and named first. It
is because the spades are the highest ranking suit. After
spades come in descending order hearts, diamonds and
clubs. Additionally, we have something named Notrump
(NT). As the word notrump implies, the play in NT has no
trumps. Notrump is higher ranking than any suit.
When we talk about bidding, we often use the terms
”minors”, ”majors” and ”notrump”. The minor suits (minors)
are diamonds and clubs, the major suits (majors) spades
and hearts.
The (bidding) auction starts with the player who dealt the
cards. As is the case with the play, the auction is always
clockwise, and you are only allowed to make a bid when it
is your turn.
In tournament bridge you will have bidding boxes in front
of you to the right, and you will use the bidding cards
from that box instead of speaking out the bid you want to
make. If you play at home or in the cafeteria with friends
and with no bidding boxes on hand, it is perfectly fine to
speak your bids.
The lowest possible bid is One Club, followed by One
Diamond, One Heart, One Spade, 1NT, and so on until
you get to 7NT, the highest contract possible. If you bid
say One Spade, it means that your goal is to take seven
(one + six) tricks with spades as trumps. We will come back
to what trumps are. You can never reverse the auction, i.e.
bid something lower than someone has bid already. If we
assume that North has bid Two Spades, your lowest legitimate bid is 2NT. If you want to bid a suit, you must bid at
least three of that suit. If you have no wish to bid, you are
always allowed to pass, which essentially means ”no bid”, a
term used in the old days before the bidding boxes were
introduced. The auction is over when three players have
passed after the last bid (suit or notrump).
Before we look at the play in a suit contract, we will focus

If you are still with us, you may ask why we want to bid higher, for example 3NT or 6NT, when we could have stopped in 1NT. The risk of bidding high is of course that we
might not take that many tricks and consequently go down
(concede points to the defenders). This has something
to do with the points you are awarded for bidding high.
If we, as an example, bid 1NT and take twelve tricks, we
will get 240 points. That sounds quite good, does it not?
But the thing is that if we bid 6NT instead and take the
same twelve tricks, the reward will be 990 or 1440 points,
depending on the vulnerability (see later).
The reason why the points vary so dramatically is because
we are awarded a bonus for certain pre-determined
levels. In notrump play the bonus levels are 3NT, 6NT and
7NT.
To bid 4NT or 5NT will then make little sense, as you will
get the same points for bidding 3NT with one or two
overtricks (ten or eleven).

Simple declarer play
As declarer you have much to think about. When dummy
is spread the first thing to do (after thanking your partner)
is to count your 100% certain tricks.
Let us take a couple of examples
You are declarer in 1NT (seven tricks, one + six). West
leads the King of Spades, and this is what you see when
your partner has tabled his cards:

[965
]KJ5
{8643
}QJ7
[K

N
W

E
S

[A 7 4
]A Q 4 2
{ T 9 5  
}A K 2
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We start by counting our certain tricks. In spades we have
one trick, the ace. In hearts we have four tricks, ace, king,
queen and jack.
No trick in diamonds, whereas clubs will yield three
tricks. It is true that we have the four highest clubs, but at
notrump we can never take more tricks than the number
of cards held by the hand with the greatest number cards
in the suit.
When we add up we arrive at eight tricks, 1+4+0+3 = 8.
As 1NT requires that we take seven tricks, everything seems to be fine. We win the lead with the ace and start by
cashing our winners. A good rule of thumb when cashing
your winners is to start by playing the honour(s) from the
hand with fewer cards in the suit. In the actual example we
should start hearts by playing the two to the jack. Then we
play the king (again the honour from the hand with fewer
cards) and follow with the four from hand.
When we finally play the five from dummy, we can take
the ace and queen in comfort. If we had started with the
Ace of Hearts, we might be facing a problem. We follow
with the five from dummy, and then we play a low card to
dummy’s king. Now we can cash the jack, but then we are
stuck in the dummy and can’t cash the queen.
Since we must always play from the hand that won the
previous trick, we need to come back to our hand in
another suit in order to cash the Queen of Hearts. As it is
here, we can come back to the hand by leading a club to
the ace, but you don’t always have that opportunity.
We now assume that you are declarer in 3NT (nine tricks,
3+6). West leads the Queen of Clubs and this is what you
see:

[ K QT 3
]A Q 9
{8742
} 8 4  
N
W

}Q

E
S

[J74
] K J T 2  
{ A 9 5  
}A K 3
When you count your certain winners, you have four in
hearts. You do indeed have the six highest hearts, but
remember that you must follow suit when you cash your
tricks, so you cannot take more than four tricks (number of
cards in the South hand). You have one trick in diamonds
(the ace) and two in clubs (ace and king). So altogether
you have seven certain winners you can take whenever
you want to. You need at least another two tricks to fulfill
the contract, so must look for tricks elsewhere.
It does not look promising in the minor suits (diamonds
and clubs), but there is a good chance in the spade suit
once the Ace of Spades has been knocked out. When the
ace is driven out, there are three tricks to take in that suit.
So win the lead of the diamond queen with the ace and
resist the temptation to cash all your certain tricks at this
point. Lead the Jack of Spades from hand. Again, start with
the honour from the hand with fewer cards in the suit.
You ”unblock” the honour from the hand with only three
cards and will later have small cards in your hand to reach
dummy’s high cards in the suit.
Remember that you must always play from the hand that
took the previous trick.
If you cash your certain tricks in hearts and clubs before
you set up (establish) the spade suit, you will also set up
club tricks for the defence when they get in with the Ace
of Spades. Establishing the spade suit is no good if you
have set up five or six tricks for the defence before you
can come to nine.
As a defender in a notrump contract the technique is
more or less the same.
We assume that the contract is 3NT. As West you are on
lead with this hand:

[ Q J 10 9 8
]A K
{ KT 9
}984
		
Which card do you select?
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There will usually be many different aspects to take into
consideration before you decide what to lead but, as
is the case for declarer, it is often a good idea to delay
cashing your certain tricks and instead try to establish winners in the long suits. Normally you will get your aces and
kings in due course anyway.
The important issue for you with this hand is that you will
be able to take spade tricks before declarer has time to
knock out your ace and king of hearts (entry cards) and
your King of Diamonds. The full layout could be:

[K732
]73
{Q74
}KQ52
[ Q J 10 9 8
N
]A K
W
E
{ KT 9
S
}984
[A 4
] Q JT 9 8
{A 8 3
}A J 7

[  6 5
]  6 5 4 2
{  J 6 5 2
}T 6 3

If West starts by leading a spade, declarer is a tempo
behind and cannot set up heart tricks before West has
established his spades. If West is impatient and cashes the
ace and/or king of hearts prematurely, declarer can easily
wrap up ten tricks.

Hand evaluation
As said earlier, a bridge deal always starts with the (bidding) auction. The auction determines a contract which
you will fight for during the play of the hand. Let us pretend that South is dealer (the player who bids first).
South’s thirteen cards are:

[ AK64 ] QJ7 { AQ84 } 82
Do we have a good or a bad hand? There are different
ways of evaluating a hand. The most important one is the
point count. We count points for the four highest cards in
each suit. These points are named high card points (hcp),
and the scale is as follows:
Ace
4 points (hcp)
King 3 points (hcp)
Queen 2 points (hcp)
Jack
1 point (hcp)
Before the bidding begins and after we have sorted our
cards we count the combined points in the hand. In the
example above South has been dealt 16 hcp. AK in spades

seven, QJ in hearts are three, and AQ in clubs are six.
7+3+6 = 16 hcp.
The deck has four suits with ten hcp in each (4+3+2+1 =
10), and the total is 4 x 10 = 40 hcp. Since we have four
players at the table, each player, on average, will be dealt
ten hcp, and therefore we have got a pretty good hand,
way above average. The more hcp we have, the higher we
hope to play.
Apart from counting hcp, we also want to determine
which hand type we have. There are three different hand
types: balanced hands, semi-balanced hands, and unbalanced hands. A balanced hand can have three different
patterns:
5332 Five cards in one suit, three cards in two suits and
one suit with two cards (doubleton).
4432 Here we have two four-card suits, one three-card
suit and one suit with two cards (doubleton).
4333 This is the most balanced of them all. We have one
four-card suit and three cards in the other three
suits.
Hands with a shortness (shortage), i.e. no more than one
card in a suit, are named unbalanced and all other hand
types that do not contain a singleton or void, or that don’t
have the required patterns for a balanced hand, are named semi-balanced, for example a 5422 or 6322 shape.

Opening 1NT
We have now learned a simple and good way of evaluating our hand. If we have 13 points or more, we must open
the bidding, if we have fewer we pass.
One of the most common opening bids is 1NT. If we open
1NT, we have 15-17 hcp altogether and a balanced hand.
Let us take the example from earlier, where South was
dealer with these cards.

[ AK64 ] QJ7 { AQ84 } 82
This is a perfect hand for an opening of 1NT. We have
16 hcp and a balanced hand! The fact that we don’t have
honour cards in all suits is less important.

Partscore, game and slam
The aim of the auction is to collect as many points as possible for your side. The higher we bid and the more tricks
we take, the more points we get. When the contract has
been determined, we know what is at stake. There are
three pre-determined levels. A partscore is the lowest
level. At notrump, 1NT and 2NT are called partscores or
partscore contracts. Next level is game. If we bid to 3NT,
the stake is higher and we get a bonus if we manage to
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take the nine tricks that are required. The third level is
small slam. If we bid 6NT, we must take twelve tricks. If we
succeed, we will get the bonus for game and in addition
the bonus awarded for a small slam.
Above everything else we have the grand slam. If we bid
7NT and take all the tricks we get a bonus for game, an
additional bonus for a small slam, and finally another bonus for the thirteenth trick.
How do we know how high to bid? As at the end of the
day it is a matter of taking as many tricks as possible, the
scale below is merely a rule of thumb, but on average it
works remarkably well.
You need this many combined hcp (you and your partner
between you) for the various bonus levels:
3NT
6NT
7NT

25 hcp
33 hcp
37 hcp

Practice examples 1NT

We take four examples. Your partner has opened 1NT
(15-17 hcp)’s and you are dealt the following cards. What
do you want to bid?

A.
B.
C.
D.

[ QJ62 ] T52 { AT6 } 872
[ KQ6 ] 952 { AK3 } T872
[ 842 ] AK5 { Q952 } 742
[ AK7 ] QJ73 { AJ8 } KT3

A. Pass! At best your partner has 17 hcp, so between you
your maximum is 24 hcp. As we can never have the required 25 hcp for game (3NT), we pass at our first opportunity. Although we have a fair chance of taking eight tricks
and thereby making 2NT, there is no reason to bid it, because you don’t get a bonus for bidding 2NT. When game
is out of the question, we try to stop as low as possible in
order not to go down when there is no need. 1NT with
an overtrick (eight tricks) will give the same score (120) as
2NT just made will.
B. Bid 3NT! We now have 12 hcp. Between partner and
us we have 27-29 hcp, more than is normally needed for
3NT, but not enough for slam.
C. Bid 2NT! Now the situation is a little unclear. We have
9 hcp, and if partner has 16-17 it will often be enough for
3NT. If he or she has 15, however, it will normally not be
enough. The bid of 2NT is an invite to game. If partner has
a maximum for his 1NT, 16-17, he will raise to 3NT. If he or
she only has 15, we will get a pass and the contract will be
2NT. Then let us hope that it can make.
D. Bid 6NT! Our 18 hcp added to partner’s 15-17 will give
us between 33 and 35 hcp. We have enough strength for
a small slam but not for a grand slam.

Declarer play in notrump
When you as declarer see the dummy, you should always
pause to plan the play. A simple and easy way to go about
it is to ask yourself the following three questions:
* How many certain tricks do I have?
* Where can I establish extra tricks?
* Any dangers to consider?
An example. As South we are declarer in 3NT. West leads
the Queen of Hearts, and this is what we see:

[7532
]A K
{A QT 3
} 7 5 3  
]Q

N
W

E
S

[KQ8
]87
{KJ84
}A 9 4 2
We have the dummy in front of us, and it is time to plan
the play. Step one is to count our certain tricks (winners).
We have two in hearts, four in diamonds and one in clubs.
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We need another two tricks and so must look for extra
tricks. Hearts can never give you more than two tricks,
diamonds never more than four, because you must follow
suit when you cash your winners. Making more than one
club trick is also a bleak prospect, because we only have
the ace.
Let us turn attention to the spade suit, where we need to
develop two extra tricks to fulfill our contract. In order
to take two spade tricks we need the king and queen to
score separately. In other words, the defenders’ ace must
not be played on the same trick as our king or queen. If
we lead the king or queen from our hand, one defender
will win with his ace and continue hearts to establish their
suit. Then we will only get eight tricks and go one down.
Is there a chance to take the missing two tricks in spades
then? Yes there is, but it requires that East has the ace. If
we can force him to decide before we do,
then there is hope. We win the first heart trick in the
dummy with the king or ace and lead the two of Spades.
When East follows with a small card we try the queen. If
East has the ace, West cannot win the trick. If we succeed
we get one of our missing tricks. Now what?
We are in the South hand and we want to get back to
the dummy to lead another spade up. So we play a low
diamond to dummy’s ten and continue with the Three of
Spades. If East has the ace, he has no good answer. If he
goes up with the ace, we will play a small card and score
our remaining honour later, and if East follows with a small
card, we try the honour. Again West cannot win the trick
when East has the ace.
By playing the hand like this we have increased our chance
of success from 0 to 50%. Our wish was that East was dealt
the Ace of Spades, and that will happen half of the time.
Either East has it or West has it. If West has the ace we are
about to go down, but at least we did the best we could.

Hold up and finesse
We take one more example. Once again you are declarer
in 3NT, and West leads the King of Spades. This is what
you see:

[82
]A K 2
{A QT 7 4
} 7 5 3  
[K

N
W

E
S

[A 7 4
]873
{J983
}A K 4

We always start by thanking partner and counting our
certain tricks. We have one in spades, the ace, two in
hearts, one in diamonds and two in clubs. That adds up to
six certain tricks. As we need nine tricks to make 3NT, we
must look for three extra tricks.
Question two is where we are going for those extra tricks.
It seems impossible to get more than the one we have in
spades, the same applies to hearts. In diamonds, however,
the prospects are pretty good. If we concede a trick to the
king, we should be able to get extra tricks in that suit. We
have all the high diamond cards except the king, and as
we have five diamonds in dummy. The suit should yield at
least four tricks.
With four diamond tricks, one in spades, two in hearts and
two in clubs we have the nine tricks we require. We have a
line of play!
Now we have an answer to question two and proceed to
question three. Are there any dangers to consider? Well,
maybe. West has hit our sore spot with his lead of a spade.
As we may lose a trick to the King of Diamonds, there is a
risk that the defence can take four spade tricks along with
diamond king before we have taken our nine. The fact that
we have tricks to spare is hardly a consolation if they have
taken five tricks before we get in again.
Is there a way to guard against this? Well, maybe again. We
can let West hold the first trick. He will no doubt continue
with another spade, and we will now stick to the plan by
holding up (ducking) again. The third spade we must win
perforce, and from the table we let go (pitch, discard) a
club. Definitely not a diamond as this is the suit we will go
after for extra tricks.
What we have achieved by holding up twice in spades will
materialize later when we play diamonds. After the first
three tricks the position is:

[ --]A K 2
{A QT 7 4
} 7 5   
N
W

E
S

[ --]873
{J983
}A K 4
We have taken one trick and E-W two. We are in our hand
and can tackle the diamond suit. Who would we like to
hold the King of Diamonds?
SID 9
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West! If West has that card, we will be able to take five
diamond tricks if we play correctly. Our aim is to lead the
Nine of Diamonds from hand ( jack or eight are also fine
because the cards are ”equals” when we have the ten in
dummy). If West follows with a small card, we will ask for
the four from dummy. If West covers the nine with the
king, we will of course overtake with the ace and will easily
take five tricks.
If the nine holds the trick, we continue playing diamonds
from our hand and repeat the procedure from earlier.
If West produces the king, we win the trick with the ace,
and if he follows with a small card, we play the seven from
dummy.
This way of play is known as a ”finesse” in bridge terminology. Our hope is that a particular honour card is in the
”pocket” (also known as ”onside”). The important point
is, as earlier seen, that we play from ”weakness towards
strength”. If we play diamonds from dummy, this will not
work equally well. If we cash the ace, West will play a small
card, and if we play the queen from dummy, West will win
the trick with his king.
A finesse will work 50% of the time; either West or East
has the card. If we play the Queen of Diamonds from the
dummy, it does not matter who has the king, because the
defence will win a trick no matter what. And a 50% chance
becomes no chance. Here is the full layout:

[82
]A K 2
{A QT 7 4
}753
[ K Q JT 3
]965
{62
} JT 8

N
W

E
S

[965
] Q JT 4
{K5
}Q952

[A 7 4
]873
{J983
}A K 4

Trump (Suit) Play
Every time the auction ends with a bid in a suit, as opposed to notrump, we will be playing with that suit as trumps.
The trump suit will be higher ranking than the other three
suits, and every time you run out of cards (void is the
bridge term) in a suit played, you are entitled to trump it.
A more common bridge term is ”ruff”. If hearts are trumps,
the Deuce of Hearts is higher than the Ace of Spades led
by a defender if you are out of (void in) spades. With
many trumps you will often be in a position to take many
tricks even if you don’t have strong cards in the other suits.
But remember this! The rules in a suit (trump) contract are
the same as in notrump. If you can follow suit, you must.
If the leader has led the Ace of Spades and you have a
spade, you must play one even if you would have preferred to win the trick with a small trump. If you don’t you
”revoke”, and that will be penalized.
When we play a suit contract, we will always try to have
more trumps than the opponents. The more trumps we
have between our hands, the better. A good trump suit
will have at least eight cards between the two hands. If we
have eight trumps between us, the opponents have five,
as there are thirteen cards in each suit.
We are sitting in the South chair and are going to play
Four Spades. Our goal is to take ten tricks (4+6=10). This is
what we get:

[A Q 3 2
]973
{Q74
} K Q 5  
]A

N
W

E
S

[ K JT 8 4
]4
{A K J 2
} JT 3

Now it becomes apparent why it was so important for us
to hold up twice in spades. The King of Diamonds is not
right (”onside”) for us, and East gets in because the card was
wrong (”offside”) for us. But East is not dangerous anymore,
because he has no more spades to play when he wins the
diamond trick. If we win the first or second trick with the
Ace of Spades, the defence will take five tricks: four in spades and one in diamonds before we have managed to take
our nine because East will then have a spade remaining to
lead to his partner when he wins the king of diamonds.

The lead from West is the Ace of Hearts. Everyone must
follow suit, so West wins the first trick. At trick two West
continues with the King of Hearts. Dummy and East follow,
but South is out of hearts and can therefore win the trick
with a small spade. As pointed out earlier, when we win a
trick that started with a different suit it is called to ”ruff”.
You will hear that word over and over again in your bridge
life.

It is almost always a good idea not to cash the certain tricks
until we have established the missing tricks. The goal is
nine tricks in total, not necessarily the first nine!

After winning trick two, South should draw trumps.
Drawing trumps means that you play as many rounds of
trumps as necessary to extract the trumps from the defenders’ hands. When we have nine trumps between us, the
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must lose trick(s) before taking your certain winners in
other side suits. The big difference in suit contracts is that
you, at your earliest opportunity, should consider drawing
the opponents’ trumps in order to avoid the risk that they
ruff one or more of your winners in the side suits.
In the example hand N-S can take as many as eleven tricks,
whereas at best they will only get seven in notrump (the
defence decides what to lead, and they have at least five
heart tricks and the Ace of Clubs). With many trumps we
will aim at playing in a suit rather than in notrump.

Distributional Points (dp)
We have learned what is required for opening 1NT (1517 hcp and a balanced hand). We have also mentioned
that we should open the bidding if we have 13 points, and
then we will get many hands that need to be opened with
something else. With 13-21 points we always open with
one of our longest suit (except for the hands that meet the
requirements for notrump openings).

opponents have four (thirteen cards in every suit, remember). Accordingly, South plays a spade to the ace and
continues with another trump to the king in hand. If both
opponents have followed suit twice, they have no more
trumps, and South can abandon the trump play.
If West or East shows out on the second round, there will
still be a trump outstanding, and then declarer must play
a third round of spades to get rid of the last one. Keeping
track of cards played is something you must get used to in
order to become a competent declarer. It is particularly
important to keep track of trumps.

The reason you see points rather than hcp in the previous
paragraph is that that with unbalanced hands we add
some points because we have one or more long suits.
Instead of adding points for our long suit(s) we prefer to
add points for our shortages (void, singleton, doubleton).
In the long run there will be no major difference between
counting extra points for long suits and short suits. The
points for short suits are called distributional points (dp’s)
and are as follows:
No card in a suit (void)
One card (singleton)		
Two cards (doubleton)

3 dp
2 dp
1 dp

When trumps are out of the way, South can cash his winners in diamonds. Eventually, the defence will score the
Ace of Clubs, but then declarer will take the rest because
he still has a trump left in his hand to ruff a heart. If South
errs by taking his diamond tricks before drawing trumps,
there is a risk that East or West will ruff one of the winners
with a small trump.

If we add hcp and dp and reach at least 13 hcdp (high
card and distributional points) we will open the bidding.
With 10 hcp or less we should consider passing even if we
get to 13 when including the dp. The risk is that we may
get too high with two unbalanced hand that do not fit, i.e.
hands that do not have a suit in common (at least eight
cards).

This is why, while planning the play, you should always
consider whether you should not start by drawing (playing) trumps. You are not always in a position to draw
them, but you can always play them if you wish. With this
said, it is totally wrong to play more rounds of trumps than
necessary. If South in the example above cashes all of his
trumps before playing diamonds and clubs, he could very
well go down because he no longer has a trump to ruff a
heart when a defender plays that suit upon winning the
Ace of Clubs.

This is quite logical. If we have short suits but no trumps
left it is rather pointless because we no longer have the
option of ruffing. With balanced hands we do not count
dp (same as hcps) when we open. The reason is that we
often will end up in notrump, and without the option of
ruffing there is no point in having few cards in a suit. However, it could still be beneficial to have long suits.

Apart from this, the technique is more or less the same
as the play in notrump. Set up the side suit(s) where you

Opening Quiz
How many hcdp (high card + distributional points) do
you have with the four example hands below? Which one
would you rather have?
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A.
B.
C.
D.

[ KQJT953 ] 8 {AKQT } 4
[ KJ62 ] Q52 { KQ54 } A3
[ K ] AQJ753 { 8765 } K2
[ KQT9 ] AT { KJT9 } QT9

A. 19 hcdp. We have fifteen hcp and four dp.
B. 16 hcdp. The second hand contains fifteen hcp and one
dp.
C. 14 hcdp in total. In the third example we have 13 hcp
and 3 dp. However, counting twice for the singleton
spade king is not really fair. Honours in long suits are often
better than in short ones, and accordingly, when we have
a singleton honour we will only count hcp (the exception
is the ace which we give full value even if it happens to be
single).
D. In the last example we have the exact same shape and
the exact same honour cards as in example B. This hand,
however, is better. The reason is that we have intermediate
cards (tens and nines), whereas in example B we only have
small cards. If we just stick to the point count we will also
get 16 hcdp for this hand.
Finally, it’s worth mentioning that the first hand is by far
the best of them all. No matter what partner has we will
almost surely take ten tricks with spades as trumps. The
other hands are more difficult to evaluate, because now it
depends very much on which cards partner has.

Opening One of a Suit
and Game Levels
As stated earlier, apart from the notrump hands, we must
always open with our longest suit. If we have two suits with
equal length, the following rules apply:
With two five-card suits we open with the higher ranking.
With two four-card suits we will open One Heart if one of
the suits is hearts. If we do not have hearts we will focus on
spades, and with both minor suits (diamonds and clubs)
the choice is yours. Normally you would choose your better minor.
There is even an instance where you have three four-card
suits, i.e. a 4-4-4-1 shape. A hand like that is difficult to bid
and has got a name of its own, a ”Marmic” hand. With 4-44-1 we open with the lowest four-card suit hoping that
partner can bid one of our other suits.
The reasoning behind all this is that the major suits (spades
and hearts) are more important. When we learned about
bonus levels for play in notrump, 3NT was the contract
to get to in order to get a bonus. In suit contracts it is
different. In the majors Four Spades and Four Hearts are
the interesting contracts, and in the minors they are Five
Diamonds and Five Clubs to get a game bonus.
Regarding slams (small slam and grand slam) the same
bonus levels apply in suit contracts as in notrump.
Schematically it will look like this:

Game
3NT, 25 hcp
4]/[, 25 hcdp
5}/{, 28 hcdp

Small slam
6NT, 33 hcp
6]/[, 33 hcdp
6}/{, 33 hcdp

Grand slam
7NT, 37 hcp
7]/[, 37 hcdp
7}/{, 37 hcdp

For game in a major we need around 25 hcdp (and a
trump suit with at least eight cards). For game in a minor
we must take eleven tricks and therefore we need a little
more, roughly 28 hcdp. As we require that many points
for a game in a minor suit, we will look for notrump even
if we have a minor-suit fit between the hands. It is often
easier to take nine tricks in notrump rather than eleven
tricks with a minor as trumps.
We now give you five hands. What is your choice of opening bids?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

[ AQ87 ] KQ87 { QT2 } 82
[ AK62 ] AQ83 { KT3 } J4
[ 8 ] AKQ8 { T9753 } AJ3
[ AQ875 ] AQJ72 { 82 } J
[KJ8763 ]8 { AJ764 } T

A. One Heart. We have a balanced hand with 13 hcp.
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The first priority for responder is to show genuine support for a major. The faster we agree on a trump suit, the
easier the subsequent auction becomes. If we have found
a fit in a major, the subsequent bidding will only be a matter of how high we are going to play. If our partner opens
One Heart or One Spade and we have four or more cards
in support for that suit, we will always raise the suit to the
appropriate level.
Apart from the usual hcdp you are even allowed to add
extra points for every trump beyond eight you know your
side has. If you have five trumps, seven hcp and two dp,
you will have 10 support points (sp), 7 hcp, 3 dp and one
extra for the ninth trump. Depending on how many points
you have your bids with trump support will be:
2MA
3MA
4MA
2NT*

We are not strong enough for 1NT and must open with
our longest suit. With four cards in hearts and spades
our choice is One Heart. The idea is that partner must be
able to bid spades as cheaply as possible. If we open One
Spade, partner must bid Two Hearts to show that suit.
B. 1NT. Although we have four cards in hearts as well as
spades we also have a balanced hand within the 1NT
range. So the choice will always be 1NT.
C. One Diamond. The heart suit is stronger, but we will
always bid our longest suit first. ”Quantity before quality”.
D. One Spade. With 5-5 we open the higher ranking suit.
The idea is that we, on our next turn, will bid the hearts.
E. Pass! We have 13 hcdp, but with less than 10 hcp we
prefer to pass. Despite the fact that we pass at our first
turn it will not preclude that we enter the auction later.
If, for example, partner bids spades or diamonds, we
will most likely be able to play quite high in one of those
denominations.

Responder’s (R) first bid, trump
support and support points (sp)
What do we do if partner already opened the bidding?
Since someone who has opened the bidding with one of
a suit can have anything from 13 to 21 points, we must
be prepared to bid with considerably weaker hands than
we need for opening the bidding. If we pass with say
7-8 points and partner has 21, we are going to miss a lot
of games (3NT/4 major/5 minor). The bottom limit for a
response is therefore six points.

6-9 sp, simple raise. Partner will only bid
again if he is strong
10-12 sp, strong invite to 4MA
No slam! Many trumps, few high cards
13+ sp

The 2NT bid was invented to simplify slam investigation.
As we (at least) have 13 sp and partner must have (at least)
13 hcdp for his opening, we know that we must play at
game level, if not higher.
As a general rule of bidding at bridge it makes it easier to
find the right contract if we give ourselves as much bidding room as possible. That is why we will always avoid
unnecessary jumps when we are not certain where this is
going to end. If on the other hand we do know what contract to play the opposite applies. In that scenario we bid
as quickly as possible to the appropriate level.
A good example of the latter is when partner opens 1NT.
We already know much about his hand and can often bid
what we think we can make.

Responder’s first bid
without trump support
If partner has opened one of a major and we have support, we support immediately. If we do not have support,
however, we must bid a suit of our own. We must also cater for partner being strong, so we only require six points
to respond. When we bid a new suit, we are unlimited upwards and opener must bid again. For responder the same
rules apply, the higher of two five-card suits, and with two
four-card suits we bid them up the line.
If we bid a new suit, we force opener to bid again. In order
not to get too high too often we need at least 12 points to
bid at the two-level. If partner has opened One Heart it is
fine to respond One Spade with six points, but if you want
to bid Two Diamonds you must have at least 12 points
because you are raising the auction one level.
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Consequently, this will often lead to a response of 1NT.
Without a biddable suit at the one-level, without trump
support and with 6-11 points you will have to bid. The
opening bid of 1NT is well defined, but responder’s bid
of 1NT is unclear. It can easily contain a singleton and a
long suit or two that responder is too weak to show.

C. 2NT. We have trump support and more than 13 points.
2NT is forcing to game and tells partner that we are going
to play in hearts. The only question is now at which level.
If partner has strong cards, this may be enough for Six or
even Seven Hearts, but if he has a minimal hand for his
opening, we will eventually end up in game.

Responder’s bids
without trump support:

D. One Spade. Normally we bid our longer suit first, but in
this case we are not strong enough to bid the diamonds at
the two-level (12+ points). We must therefore bid spades,
as a new suit at the one-level only requires six points.

One-over-One		
1NT			
Two-over-One		

6+ points
6-11 points
12 + points

Practice examples
Your partner has opened One Heart. What do you respond with the following five hands?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

[ AQT82 ] 8732 { 82 } 74
[ A4 ] 98 { KT3 } QT9642
[ 76 ] AQ82 { AK982 } Q7
[ QJ82 ] 54 { KJT87 } 53
[ 4 ] K832 { AQ87 } T975

A. Two Hearts. 6-9 points and trump support. Although
the spade suit is better we always support a major right
away.
B. 1NT. With nine points we are not strong enough to bid
the club suit at the two-level (two-over-one). As we must
bid with at least six points, the only option is 1NT.
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E. Three Hearts. With 11 sp’s (nine hcp and two dp) we
have adequate values to invite to game. Opener will pass
with a minimal hand and raise to Four Hearts with a little
extra for his opening.

Opener’s second bid
You have opened the bidding and your partner has responded. On our second turn we must try to describe our
hand. As is the case for responder, our first priority is to
show trump support. Let us assume that the auction started with One Heart - One Spade, and now it is our turn to
bid again. This is our hand:

[ AK82 ] KQT87 { K82 } 8
We have opened the bidding with One Heart and have
trump support for spades. In other words, we have at least
eight spades between us and know that spades should be
trumps. How do we proceed?
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With a normal opener, 13-15 sp, we would raise to Two
Spades. We have opened the bidding already, so to bid
higher than that would not be safe with a minimal hand.
Remember that we asked partner to bid with only six
hcdp. If partner is strong, he or she can bid more. We tell
partner what we have and hope that he/she can judge
whether we should bid more based on that information.
With better cards, approximately 16-18 hcdp, we raise to
Three Spades, and if we have as much as 19-21 we will bid
game directly.
With a hand as strong as that added to the six points he
already promised when he responded we can jump to
game.
With the actual hand Three Spades seems about right. We
have fifteen hcp and two dp. Seventeen sp puts us in the
16-18 point range. If partner has a weak hand, he gets the
chance to pass, and with a little extra he will raise to Four
Spades.
If partner has as many as 15-16 points slam could be on.
Where we end up we do not know when we bid Three
Spades; the important issue is that we tell partner what we
have, and then he or she is in a better position to judge.
If we have trump support the subsequent auction after 1x
- 1Major (MA) is the following. When we write x we mean
any suit, which suit is immaterial.
1x-1MA:
2MA Trump support, 13-15 hcdp
3MA Trump support, 16-18 hcdp
4MA Trump support, 19-21 hcdp
As is the case for responder, opener will say approximately how many points he has when he shows support.

Opener’s second bid (rebid)
without trump support
Once again we pretend that the bidding begins with One
Heart - One Spade. If we don’t have support for partner’s
spades, we must find something else to bid. As opener at
our second turn it is our duty to describe our hand type.
Earlier, when we wrote about the 1NT opening, we emphasized balanced, semi-balanced and unbalanced hands.
If you have a balanced hand without trump support, your
second bid (rebid) should be notrump.
The unbalanced or semi-balanced hand types are either
two-suited or one-suited hands. A two-suited hand is
described as a hand with at least five cards in one suit and
at least four cards in another suit. In fairness, a hand with
a 4-4-3-2 pattern could be interpreted as a two- suited
hand, but since we already decided that this is considered
a balanced hand, we will stick to this.

A one-suited hand is described as a hand with at least
six cards in one suit and not as many as four cards in any
another suit. A 6-4 shape is a two-suited hand. In other
words, a one-suited hand can have no more than three
cards in another suit. A biddable suit is described as a suit
with at least four cards.

Balanced hands
If you have opened one of a suit with a balanced hand you
must have either 12-14 hcp or 18-19 hcp (with 15-17 you
would have opened 1NT, and with 20-21 you are going
to open 2NT). In order to describe your hand type you
will rebid notrump as cheaply as possible with 12-14 and
jump to 2NT with 18-19. Schematically, it will look like
this (x and y stand for any suit as this is immaterial for your
rebid):
1x-1y;				

1x-2y;

1NT
2NT

2NT
3NT

12-14 hcp		
18-19 hcp 		

12-14 hcp
18-19 hcp

If partner has responded 1NT over our opening bid, we
pass with 12-14 and raise to 2NT with 18-19. When we
pass a 1NT response with 12-14 it is because partner has
limited his hand and that the combined strength is not
strong enough for game.
When you have rebid notrump, partner now knows more
than he or she would have if you had opened 1NT. You
have shown your longest suit first and denied support
for partner’s suit (major). Consequently, it will often be
relatively simple to judge at which level we are going to
play. The ball is in partner’s half of the field, and unless we
are encouraged to bid again we are not going to bid much
more.

One-suited hands
With a one-suited hand you must always rebid your suit.
Every time you rebid your suit, support your partner
or rebid notrump you also say something about your
strength. Once more we assume that the bidding goes
One Heart - One Spade. With six hearts and without another suit with four cards you will rebid your hearts. With
13-15 points you rebid Two Hearts, a rebid of your suit
as cheaply as possible. With 16-18 points you bid Three
Hearts and with 19-21 your choice is Four Hearts. To sum
it up, this is how it looks:

1]-1[;

1]-2}:

2] 13-15 points
3] 16-18 points
4] 19-21 points

2] 13-15 points
3] 16+ points
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four losers this is one too many, so instead of establishing
winners you must try to avoid the fourth loser.
Let us take an example. The contract is Four Spades and
West leads the King of Hearts. This is how it is:

[ K QT 7 2
]A 7 3
{Q862
} 5  
]K

N
W

E
S

[J9854
]652
{KJ
}A K 3
The reason we never bid Four Hearts after One Heart Two Clubs is that we are going to at least game no matter
what (we have promised 16 points and partner at least
12). Exactly as is the cases when we use 2NT as 13+ with
support after One Heart or One Spade we try to save
bidding space in order to explore slam.

Two-suited hands
With at least 5-4 in two suits and without trump support
you rebid your second suit. As opener, when you bid a
new suit at the two-level at your second turn you not only
show four cards in that suit but also that you have at least
five cards in the suit opened. A bidding sequence could
look like this:

We thank our partner and instead of counting certain
tricks we try to count possible losers. In spades we have
one loser, the ace. In hearts we win the first trick, but after
that we have two losers in the suit. In diamonds we are
also off the ace, i.e. one loser. When we play Four Spades
we can only afford to lose three tricks, so we must try to
get rid of one loser.
Ducking the first heart, as we did when we played in
notrump, would work if the defender with five hearts has
no side entry. The downside is that East might be able to
ruff the second heart if we let the King of Hearts hold the
trick. A better plan is to win the lead and discard one of
dummy’s hearts on a high club.

When opener bids diamonds, he promises four cards in
that suit and at the same time five or more cards in hearts.
On this auction it is likely that responder, who bid spades
first, has exactly three hearts; 3+5 add up to the required
eight trumps for a contract at game level.

If we discard one heart before playing trumps, the defenders can only take one heart trick when they are in with
the Ace of Spades. Accordingly, we win with the Ace of
Hearts and cash the Ace and King of Clubs. On the ace,
dummy must follow suit, but when the king is played we
discard the Three of Hearts. We have now reduced our
losers to three and can safely switch to spades and draw
trumps. If we play trumps immediately at trick two, the
defence will take four tricks altogether. Having tricks in
abundance after that will not help.

The downside of a two-suited auction is that opener does
not give specific information regarding his strength. As
long as he bids news suits, the range is still 13-21 points.

Counting losers should only be used as an extra tool. If we
are in Four Spades with three obvious losers it is no good
if it turns out that we only have nine winners.

Declarer play in suit (trump)
contracts

Ruffs in the short hand

1]-1[
2{-4]

As always it is a good idea to plan the play before you ask
for a card from dummy. Apart from counting certain tricks,
it is also prudent to count losers when you play a suit
contract. If for instance you play Four Spades and look at
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Using your trumps to best effect is something that may
take a while to learn. For instance, you can use trumps
to establish a suit by ruffing, or as stoppers in a side suit.
Ruffing a few times in your hand with many trumps does
not yield extra tricks. If, however, you manage to ruff losers
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An example. You are in Four Hearts and West leads the
Queen of Clubs. This is what you see:

cards, but as a defender you must do with your own and
dummy’s cards. In order to make the defence a little easier
you must somehow be able to communicate with our
partner. As talking is not allowed, it has to be through the
cards you play.

[A J 5 3 2
]KQ8
{8754
} 5  

Our only real advantage as defenders compared to declarer is that we decide what to lead. In extreme instances
this could mean a difference of up to four or five tricks,
depending on which card you lead.

in the hand with fewer trumps, you will normally come to
additional tricks.

}K

N
W

E
S

[7
]A JT 9 7
{A 9 6 2
}A 8 3
If we start by counting certain winners, we see that we
have eight tricks, five in trumps and one in each of the
other three suits. We have no imminent losers, so our goal
should be to establish more winners. Ruffing spades in our
hand with five trumps will not give extra tricks, but ruffing
clubs in the hand with fewer trumps (dummy) will indeed
yield additional tricks and take our total to ten.

Leads
When we start the play (lead), we use certain pre-determined rules. These rules have been made to make it easier for
partner. We use something we call the Rule of 1-3-5. This
means that we lead 1st, 3rd or 5th best card from the top. If
we lead from a long suit, we lead third best from four cards
(we cannot lead the fifth highest card when we only have
four), or fifth best from a suit with five or more cards.
When we lead first from the top (the Rule of 1) we have
a short suit (fewer than three cards) or we have several
touching honour cards (an honour sequence). If we have
a suit like KQJ102 it is not a good idea to lead the deuce.
The risk is that declarer takes a cheap trick with the nine,
which would never happen if we start with (lead) the king.

We win the lead with the Ace of Clubs and ruff a club with
the Heart Eight. We can now play the Queen of Hearts
and overtake it with our ace in order to ruff the last club
with Heart King. Now back to the hand with a diamond
to the ace, and only now is it time to draw the opponents’
small trumps.
With the recommended line of play we have increased the
number of trump tricks from five to seven by ruffing in the
short hand.
As a rule of thumb it is still normal that you at your earliest
opportunity draw trumps. However, if you need to add to
your total of trump tricks, it might sometimes be a good
idea to take ruffs before you begin drawing trumps. In the
example above, South will end up with only eight tricks
if he draws trumps without ruffing his club losers in the
North hand.
Other than that, roughly the same general principles apply
as is the case in notrump contracts. Try to lead towards
honours rather than lead away from them. Finessing will
work equally well in suit play and notrump.

Defence
When the bidding is complete and the contract determined; on average we will be defending every other
deal. As declarer you will always get to see your partner’s
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Every time we lead an honour we therefore promise the
card immediately below it, preferably even two more
consecutive cards. If we lead the queen, partner knows we
have the jack and possibly the ten, and if we lead an ace
we promise the king.

Leads against notrump contracts
Against notrump we would normally lead from our longest
suit. If partner has bid a suit, we choose that suit if we do
not have a compelling reason to select a different lead. If
we do not have an obvious choice, perhaps we can get a
clue or two from the bidding. If a defender has bid our
longest suit, it could be better to try a different suit, an
unbid suit, hoping that partner has length in that suit.
Also, as a defender you need a game plan. The plan is
often to establish (set up) our own long suit, but occasionally it could pay off to hit the suit where partner has the
goodies.
In the following five examples the bidding went 1NT-3NT
and you are on lead. Which card do you choose in each
case?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

[ KQJ92 ] A73 { 986 } 74
[ A4 ] QT863 { KT3 } 862
[ JT98 ] J852 { K85 } Q7
[ 98743 ] AK { AK } 9652
[ 85 ] QT3 { KJ873 } A97

A. King of Spades. It is always an advantage to have a plan
when you play bridge. Here the plan is a simple one. You
want to knock out the Ace of Spades and later take four
spade tricks and the Ace of Hearts. Five tricks, exactly what
you need to defeat 3NT. If you start by leading the Deuce
of Spades, there is a great risk that declarer can win the
trick cheaply, with the eight or ten perhaps. No need to
risk that.
B. Three of Hearts. Now things are not that obvious. Our
hope is that partner has a bit of help in that suit, and if he
has, we may manage to set up winners while we still have a
certain entry in spades (the ace) and a possible entry in diamonds (the king). Even if partner can only contribute the
jack, there is still hope of establishing the suit in time and
hopefully ending up with three heart tricks, one trick in
spades and one in diamonds. On occasion, the heart lead
can turn out to be wrong, but that is impossible to know
when we lead. We will play with the odds and lead from
the suit that gives us the best odds in the long run.
C. Jack of Spades. A genuine sequence (three consecutive
cards) in a long suit is a safe and often a good lead. Of
course a heart or a diamond could have worked out better, but we will select the card we think will be right in the
long run.
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D. Deuce of Spades. We have four certain tricks in the red
suits, but we are in no rush to cash them. When we have
14 hcp and the opponents have bid to 3NT, there will
not be much left for partner, so our hope is to set up the
spade suit, slowly but surely, before declarer manages to
set up his own winners in the red suits.
E. Three of Diamonds. Once again we try the fifth best
card from our longest and strongest. If partner has the
queen or the ace as help, this looks quite promising. Even
if he or she only has two or three small cards, we may still
need to lead the suit in order to set it up later.
As partner of the leader you should always try to help out
by playing the highest card necessary. Let us assume that
partner leads the 2, the dummy has 76 and you have K84.
Now you must absolutely insert the king. There is a useful
rule, ”third hand high”. If partner has led the 2 from QJ532
(it is quite likely that he has five cards in the suit according
to the Rule of 1-3-5) and if we contribute the 8, declarer
will win the trick cheaply with the nine. Remember that
bridge is a partnership game and that we must try to help
each other at all times. By playing the king you help partner take tricks with his queen and jack later.

Leads against suit contracts
Against suit contracts the tactics are a little different. We
still use the Rule of 1-3-5, but the strategy should be different. Leading from your longest suit is no longer obvious.
Even if we eventually can set up tricks in the suit, they
are not of much use if declarer can ruff them. Against suit
contracts your aim should be to go for ”safe leads”. Honour sequences are always good because they do not give
declarer a trick he could not otherwise have taken. Another excellent lead is a singleton, something you would
never lead against a notrump contract.
By leading a singleton we hope to get a ruff, either now or
a little later, while we still have trumps left. For example,
partner can have the ace and he is then able to give you
a ruff immediately. If he does not have the ace in the suit
you lead, he could have the ace of trumps, and then he
can give you the ruff when he gets in.
If partner has bid a suit, you should almost always lead it,
particularly if he has overcalled the suit (see later).

Signals
When we play the low cards in a suit we have a tool to
tell partner about our holding in that suit. There are two
common situations. The first one is when partner leads an
honour. Let us assume that partner leads the ace (promising the king), we follow with a small card if we have the
queen. A low card tells partner that we have help for him
in that suit and like him to continue. In suit contracts we
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can also follow low with two small cards in the suit, because we want partner to continue with the king and play
a third round of the suit for us to ruff.
If on the other hand we have no help in the suit we follow with a high ”pip” or ”spot” card (”pip” and ”spot” are
bridge slang for a card from 2 to 10).
Signals are also used when we discard. Perhaps declarer
plays a suit to which we can no longer follow, and now we
are forced to discard a card in another suit. If we discard
a low card we tell partner that we like that suit. If we have
nothing but small cards (pips) in a suit, we discard a high
card to let partner know that we are not interested in that
suit. If partner pays attention, perhaps he will be able to
figure out how to defeat the contract. Again, bridge is a
partnership game, where you must co-operate with your
partner in order to succeed.

Awarding points
and vulnerability
We have already talked about the various bonus levels,
the goals for all bidding. When you want to find out
how many points you get, you start by counting the total
number of tricks you have bid to and fulfilled. If you have
played with a minor as trumps, you will get 20 points for
every level. If you have played with a major as trumps,
you will get 30 points for every trick, and in notrump you
win 40 points for the first level, 30 for the rest. If you have
played in a partscore, i.e. below game level, you will get an
additional bonus of 50 points for making your contract.

tively. Non-vulnerable 40+30+30+300 = 400, vulnerable
40+30+30+500 = 600.
If you bid and make a small slam, you will even get an extra
bonus for the slam. If you are uncertain regarding how
many points you get, you can look at the back of the bidding card for the contract you played in your box. All the
scores are listed there.
The three bonus levels, non-vulnerable and vulnerable
respectively, will yield the following points:
Game
Small slam
Grand slam

Non-vulnerable
300
300 + 500
300 + 500 + 500

Vulnerable
500
500 + 750
500 +750 + 750

In order to get the bonus, it requires that you have bid to
the respective levels. If you for example bid 3NT and take
twelve tricks, you will only be awarded a bonus for the
game, not for the small slam because you did not bid it.

Undertricks and Doubles
If you defeat the opponents’ contracts you get 50 points
(non-vulnerable) or 100 points (vulnerable) per undertrick you take. If you think that the opponents have
bid too high, it can sometimes be profitable to double
them. If they are vulnerable and you double them with
the result that the contract goes two down, you will collect
500 points (200 for the first and 300 for the second under
trick). If you play bridge at the club you double by using
the red card with a D or an X on it.

Example:
We assume that you have played in 1NT and have taken
eight tricks. The first level (the seventh trick) gives you 40
points. Furthermore, you get 30 points for the overtrick.
40+30+50 = 120 is the total because you can add the
bonus of 50 points for making your partscore. If you take
nine tricks, you will get another 30 points for a total of 150
points.
Now, let us assume that you played the hand in 3NT and
still take nine tricks. Apart from the 40 (the seventh trick)
you get 30+30 points for the eighth and ninth tricks. You
will not be awarded a bonus for a partscore because you
bid to game level, but you will get a game bonus instead.
And that is worth much more. How much depends on the
vulnerability.
If you play at the club, the board will illustrate whether
you are vulnerable or non-vulnerable. If you are ”red”
you are vulnerable, and if you are ”green” or ”white”
(even ”black” in some places) you are non-vulnerable. If
you make a game non-vulnerable, you will be awarded
a bonus of 300 points, and if you are vulnerable you will
get 500 instead. So the total will be 400 and 600 respecSID 19
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If declarer believes he can make his contract despite your
double, he can redouble, in other words raise the stake a
second time. If you go for several doubled or redoubled
under tricks, it can be extremely expensive, but on the
other hand declarer can gain lots of extra points if he makes a doubled contract, perhaps even with overtrick(s).
Exactly how many points you get for doubled and redoubled under tricks can be found on the back of the red
and blue cards in the bidding box. For example, the first
doubled under trick non-vulnerable costs 100 points, the
second and third 200 each, and the fourth and upwards
will cost 300 each. When vulnerable the numbers are 200
for the first, and 300 each for the rest. A redoubled under
trick non-vulnerable yields 200, and so on.
To figure out how many points declarer gets for making a
doubled contract is pretty difficult, but even here you can
just look at the back of the bidding cards.
To sum up, you could say that it is extremely profitable to
make games and slams when vulnerable, but that you, on
occasion, need to be a little careful. If you get doubled
and go three down, it will cost you 800 points!

Overcalls
Until now only one side has contributed to the auction,
but obviously the other two players are also allowed to
bid if they feel like it. The exact same rules apply as in an
uncontested auction. You must always bid higher than the
previous bid, and the auction is once again not over until
the last bid has been followed by pass, pass, pass from the
other three players.
When you overcall, one opponent has already opened
the bidding, and the chances for your side of bidding slam
is therefore remote. The most likely scenario is that the
two sides compete for the part score or game. Although
we interfere by overcalling, it can well happen, and often
does, that we still end up as defenders. However, even
when that happens you have at least given your partner
some help by telling him what to lead.
This means that you should have a decent suit if you want
to get into the auction. If you overcall on, say, 108632, it
is not exactly lead-directing, and it may convince partner
that he should lead from K5. Not a good idea as it often
presents declarer with a trick he could not otherwise have
taken with a different lead.
An overcall at the one-level promises at least five cards
and something like 8-17 hcp. The weaker your hand is
point wise, the stronger your suit should be.
An overcall at the two-level promises at least a strong fivecard suit, preferably a decent six-card, suit and 10-17 hcp.
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An overcall of 1NT shows 15-17 hcp and a balanced hand
and is therefore similar to an opening of 1NT. The only
difference is that by overcalling 1NT you promise at least
one stopper in the suit opened. In other words, you must
have a holding that will not allow the defenders to take
too many tricks in the suit on the go. A8 -- K106 -- QJ43
-- J1092 are examples of a stopper. The stronger the
holding, the better.
As you now see, we differentiate between overcalls at the
one and two-level. The reason is that it is considerably
more dangerous the higher you are. If you find your partner with poor cards and the opponent sitting over you has
a fine hand with a nice holding in the suit you overcalled,
he may double you and then it will be expensive.
As responder (advancer) to a partner who has overcalled,
we, more or less, use the same principles as we do when
partner opens. The difference is that the ranges are different. Since we can overcall with as little as 8 hcp and the
upper limit is 17, we also demand a little more by advancer. For example, a simple raise shows about 7-10 sp and a
jump to the three-level around 11-13 sp.
As we always promise at least five cards when overcalling,
advancer needs no more than three cards to support.
Then he can be certain of having at least eight cards between the hands and the suit can serve as trumps.

Take-out double
The upper limit for an overcall is set at 17 hcp. With more
than that there is only one alternative, and that is the
double. A double at a low level is not for penalties but a
so-called take-out (TO) double. A normal take-out double
shows the unbid suits and is therefore the direct opposite
of a penalty double.
In order to double an opening bid you must have opening
values yourself and at least three cards in all unbid suits.
You hope that partner will bid his longest suit (take your
double out, hence the term take-out double) and that you
thereby will find a common trump suit. The ideal shape for
a TO double is 4441 with a singleton in the suit opened
by your right hand opponent.
As a 4441 shape is a rare one we have decided that you
only require at least three cards in all unbid suits to make
a TO double. We will add that you should have no more
than two cards in the suit opened. The fewer, the better. A
4243 or 4135 shape will also work well for a TO double as
long as your short suit is the one opened by your opponent, in this case hearts.
You force your partner to bid (take your double out) regardless of his point count, and you should therefore not
bid again unless you are encouraged to do so. The exception is when you are very strong.
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The other hand type that doubles is the one with 18 or
more hcp. Your plan is to bid your longest suit later and by
doing so you show a strong hand.

Strong and weak opening bids
As we have set the upper limit for an opening bid at the
one-level to 21 hcp, we also need a bid for hands that are
stronger than that. Occasionally, you are dealt more than
21, for example 24 or 25 in your own hand, and in order
not to risk that partner passes your opening at the onelevel, we require a strong bid that partner is not allowed
to pass. The strong opening bids are Two Clubs and 2NT.
2NT shows 22-24 hcp and a balanced hand, but the bid is
non-forcing.
Two clubs shows either a 20-21 notrump hand, 22+ hcp
with any shape or 25+ balanced.
After Two Clubs partner will usually bid Two Diamonds,
which basically shows nothing at all. It’s a ”waiting bid” or
”relay”, asking you to describe your hand.
After Two Clubs - Two Diamonds the subsequent auction
is as follows:

2}- 2{;
2]/[ 3}/{
2NT
3NT

At least 22 hcpdp with at least five
cards and forcing.
20-21 hcp, balanced, non-forcing.
25-27 hcp, balanced, non-forcing.

4NT		28-30 hcp, balanced, non-forcing.

Weak opening bids
Other high opening bids are reserved for weaker hands
with a long suit. Two Diamonds, Two Hearts and Two
Spades are called ”weak two’s” or ”pre-emptive openings”.
A weak opening at the two-level shows 6-10 hcp and a
decent six-card suit.

[ KQT842 ] 6 {QT6 } 832
is an excellent hand for an opening of Two Spades. The
major idea behind the weak openings is that we intend to
make life difficult for the opponents when we find them
with the good cards. The higher you must bid after a preemptive opening, the more you
must guess because much bidding space has been taken
away from you.
The same applies to openings at the three and four level.
Again we require 6-10 hcp, but the difference is that the
suit must be longer. With seven cards in your long suit you
can open at the three-level and with eight at the fourlevel.

[ KQT9763 ] 8 { T97 } K2
is a perfect hand for an opening of Three Spades.
In this context it is important to remember that with 11+
hcp and a long suit must open with one of the suit as usual.
If you open Three Spades with AKJ10652 AK5 4 87
your partner will not play you for such a strong hand, and
the risk that you stop too low is therefore apparent.
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Practice Examples, Lesson 1
1. North
None
[65
] K Q JT 2
{K87
} J 9 8  

[A K Q 7
]765
{9654
}54
N
W

E
S

3. South
EW
[T 9 8 3 2
]94
{QJ
}T 7 6 2

[KJ
]KQJ8
{A K 5 3
} 6 4 2  

[J4
]A 8 3
{AT 3 2
}A K Q 3

[T 7 6 2
]965
{ QT 6 4
}85
    
W

N
E
S

[A Q 9 8 3
]A 7 2
{J8
}A 9 7

[54
]T 4 3
{972
} K Q JT 3

South is declarer and must take nine tricks. West leads the
King of Hearts.

East is declarer and must take twelve tricks. South leads
the King of Clubs.

After the lead South counts his certain winners and sees
that he has nine. Four in spades, one in hearts, one in
diamonds and three in clubs. The only thing South must
remember is that he must start with the Jack of Spades first
when he plays that suit - ”honour(s) from the short hand
first”.

East wins the lead with the ace and must remember to
cash the king and jack of spades before he uses the Ace of
Hearts as an entry to the long spade suit. If West takes his
heart tricks immediately, he will not be able to take all the
spade tricks he is entitled to.

2. East
NS
[A 3 2
] Q JT 2
{KJ3
} A 9 3  

4. West
All

[ Q JT 9 8
]A 8 6 3
{9
}Q84
N
W

E
S

[74
]94
{A Q 6 4 2
}T 7 6 2

[ K 6 5  
]K75
{T 8 7 5
}KJ5
West is declarer and North leads the Queen of Spades.
Declarer has seven certain tricks as long as diamonds do
not break 5-0. West wins the lead and cashes the king and
jack of diamonds. Then it is easy to lead the last diamond
to dummy’s three tricks in the suit. If West starts with a
small diamond to the ace the suit is ”blocked”.
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[J32
]973
{ Q 10 8 7
}K75

[ K 10 9 7 6
N
]A 5 4
W
E
{92
S
} Q 8 4  
[Q4
] K Q J 10
{KJ3
}A 6 3 2

[A 8 5
]862
{A 6 5 4
} J 10 9

South is declarer and must take seven tricks. West leads a
small spade.
Declarer must play low from the dummy. To prevent declarer from winning a cheap trick, East must go up with the
ace. The singleton queen opposite J3 is now a combined
stopper for declarer who will be on lead at trick two or three. More tricks can be established in hearts or diamonds.
The defence can take four spade tricks and two aces, but
declarer makes his contract.
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5. North
NS
[K84
]A 8 7 2
{Q965
} K 3  

7. South
All

[A 7 3
]J63
{A 8 4 3
}A J 8
    
W

N
E
S

[ Q JT 5 2
]95
{ JT
} QT 9 6

[96
] K QT 4
{K72
}7542

[ JT 6
]A 6 5
{KQ54
} A 5 2  

[KQ43
N
]K52
    
W
E
{9
S
} QT 8 6 3
[9752
]76
{AT 6 3
}K74

[A 8
] Q JT 9 8
{J872
}J9

North is declarer and must take seven tricks. East leads the
Queen of Spades.

North is declarer and must take seven tricks. East leads the
Queen of Hearts.

North has four certain winners. Extra tricks can be set up in
hearts. The correct approach is to start with the jack from
hand before North takes his tricks in diamonds and clubs.

North wins with the ace and must turn his attention to diamonds. To ensure four tricks in the suit, if possible, declarer must cash the king and queen first. When West shows
out on the second round, North can lead a diamond
towards the A10. If East follows small, the 10 will hold the
trick. You have finessed! A marked finesse perhaps, but
still a successful finesse.

6. East
EW
[743
] QT 9 8 2
{K2
} J 6 5  

[ JT 8 6
]A 6 5
{863
} KT 8
N
W

E
S

[A K Q 2
]KJ
{A 7 5
}Q732

[ 9 5  
]743
{ Q JT 9 4
}A 9 4
East is declarer and must take nine tricks. South leads the
Queen of Diamonds.
The best chance of setting up the four missing tricks is the
heart suit. If East can make the defence win the ace, he has
four tricks in the suit. In order to retain an entry to dummy,
East must win the lead in his hand with the ace and lead
the King of Hearts. If the defence refuses to win, declarer
must overtake the jack with dummy’s queen next in case
the defence ducks a second time.

8. West
None
[A 6 5
] K JT 5
{A K J 7
} J 9   

[ JT 9 8
]9762
{863
}74
N
W

E
S

[K832
]Q84
{ QT 4
}A K Q

[Q4
]A 3
{952
}T 8 6 5 3 2
West is declarer and must take twelve tricks. North leads
the Jack of Spades.
West has nine top tricks. The three missing tricks can be
set up in hearts. It is important for West to play hearts
before he cashes his winners in the side suits. If he starts by
taking his winners, the defence will have a couple of high
cards once they get in with the Ace of Hearts.
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Practice Deals, Lesson 2
1. North
None
[965
]T 8 6 5
{T 9 5 3
} K Q  

3. South
EW

[A K 7
] Q J 4  
{A Q 4
}T 8 4 2
   
W

N
E
S

[ Q JT 3 2
]A 9 3
{86
}J76

[J83
N
]A 8 4
    
W
E
{94
S
} A J T 6 2  
[754
]Q63
{ K Q JT 7
}84

[A K 2
]K72
{A 5 3
}Q975

East
Pass
Pass

West

North

East

Pass
3NT

Pass
Pass

1NT
Pass

[84
]K72
{KJ72
}A 9 5 3
West
Pass

North
1NT
Pass

South
3NT

Lead: Queen of Spades
With seven certain tricks North needs another two to
make his contract. The suit to establish is hearts. When the
ace has been driven out, North has set up the missing two
tricks.

2. East
NS

[ JT 7
]863
{A 9 4 2
}876

[A 3 2
N
]T 2
W
E
{763
S
} K Q J 5 4  
[ K Q 5 3  
]A K 7 5
{J8
}A 9 2

[864
]QJ94
{ K QT 5
}T 3

West

North

Pass

Pass

East
Pass
Pass

East must duck (hold up) twice in order to possibly cut the
communications between the defenders. After winning
trick three East takes a club finesse. North gets in with
the king but has no diamonds left. If East wins the first or
second diamond, the contract goes down.

[QJ6
]A J 2
{K87
} K QT 6

South
1NT

South wins the lead and should set up spades by playing a
small card towards the ten and jack in dummy. With three
spades, two hearts and one trick in each minor, South has
the seven tricks that are required for making 1NT.

South
Pass
Pass
Pass

Lead: King of Diamonds

4. West
All

Lead: King of Clubs
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[ QT 9 6
] JT 9 5
{862
}K3

[T 9 8 5
] QT 6 5
{9654
}4
   W

N
E
S

[A K 3
]K74
{A Q J 4
}A J 2

[742
]983
{T 3
}98753
West
1NT
Pass

North
Pass
Pass

East
7NT!

South
Pass

Lead: Ten of Spades
With 22 hcp’s opposite partner’s (at least) 15, E-W have
the necessary 37 points you normally need for a grand
slam. With thirteen top tricks a heart finesse is not needed.
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5. North
NS
[K83
]A 8 7
{Q865
} 7 5 3   

[742
] 6 4 3  
{A 7 4
} K JT 9
    
W

N
E
S

7. South
All
[A Q JT 5
]K5
{J32
}A Q 4

[KQJ98
N
]542
   
W
E
{64
S
}742
[T 5
] KT 9 3
{A J 8 3
}A K Q

[643
]A 8 6
{T 9 7
}J963

East
1NT
3NT

West

North

East

Pass
Pass

3NT

Pass

[96
] Q JT 9 2
{ KT 9
}862
West
2NT

North
Pass
Pass

Pass

Pass

[A 7 2
] Q J 7  
{ K Q 5 2  
} T 8 5   

South
Pass
Pass

South
1NT
Pass

Lead: King of Spades

Lead: Queen of Hearts
West invites game with 2NT. With a maximum East accepts. Declarer has eight certain tricks, and the best
chance for a ninth is to finesse in clubs through North.
Nine tricks are there for the taking when North has the
king as East hoped.

South counts eight certain tricks. The only chance for an
extra trick is in hearts, but one of the defenders has the
ace. Hoping that that the defender with the Ace of Hearts
does not have five spades, South must hold up spades
twice. There are ten tricks if South does that, otherwise he
will be defeated.

6. East
EW

8. West
None

[A K Q J
]Q63
{A 5 4
} JT 6

[ 9 4  
]KJ872
{Q72
} KT 8
N
W

E
S

[ QT 4 2
]864
{K653
} 6 5   

[853
]T 9 5
{ KT 9
}Q532

North

1NT

Pass

East
Pass
Pass

    
W

N
E
S

[J86
] Q JT 9 5
{82
}K43

[973
]A 7 2
{ JT 7
}A QT 8

[T 7 6 2
]A 4
{J863
}A 9 4
West

[A K 5
]K3
{A Q 9 4
}J972

South
Pass
Pass

West
Pass
Pass

North
1NT
Pass

East
Pass
Pass

South
3NT

Lead: Two of Hearts

Lead: Queen of Hearts

North leads from his longest suit. South wins the ace and
continues the suit. If West plays the queen, North takes the
king, and if West follows with a small card, North can win
the trick cheaply with the jack. The defence has finessed
declarer’s queen. N-S will now come to at least seven tricks
and the contract goes down.

North has six certain tricks. By finessing in clubs as well as
diamonds declarer can take as many as twelve tricks.
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Practice Deals, Lesson 3
1. North
None
[J965
]52
{T 9 7 2
} A J T  

3. South
EW

[A K 7
] K Q T 7 4  
{4
}K862
    
W

N
E
S

[ QT 3 2
]96
{KQJ86
}94

[A KT 8 6 2
N
]A K 8 7
    
W
E
{K7
S
} 8  
[74
]643
{ Q JT 4
}A 5 4 2

[Q953
]Q2
{963
}K763

East
Pass
Pass

West

North

East

1[
4[

Pass
Pass

2[
Pass

[84
]A J 8 3
{A 5 3
}Q753
West
Pass
Pass

North
1]
4]

[J
] JT 9 5
{A 8 5 2
} Q JT 9

South
3]
Pass

South
Pass
Pass
Pass

Lead: King of Diamonds

Lead: Queen of Clubs

North wins the lead and draw trumps. Then it is time to
establish the club suit. West must come to two tricks in
clubs, but after that North can take the rest by ruffing a
spade in dummy.

With 19 hcdp West is strong enough to bid game when
East supports the spade suit. If the defence can avoid
presenting West with a trick with the King of Diamonds,
declarer will wind up with ten tricks for just made.

2. East
NS

4. West
All

[KJ7
]T 6 3
{A Q J 9 4
} 6 5  

[A 9 5
N
]875
W
E
{76
S
} K T 8 7 4   
[ Q T 3 2  
]A K J
{ KT 5 3
}A 9

[864
]Q942
{82
}QJ32

West

North

Pass
Pass

3NT

East
Pass
Pass

South
1NT
Pass

Lead: Four of Clubs
South has eight tricks and needs a ninth. Setting up spades
will not work as the defence will then take four club tricks
and the ace of spades. Instead, East must rely on East to
have the Queen of Hearts and take a finesse in that suit.
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[ Q JT 9 7
] T 6 5  
{96
}KJ9

[A 6
N
]K2
   W
E
{A K 8 7 4 3
S
} QT 7
[8543
]A Q 9 7 4
{T
}542

[K2
]J83
{QJ52
}A 8 6 3

West
1{
3NT

East
3{
Pass

North
Pass
Pass

South
Pass
Pass

Lead: Queen of Spades
West has 16 hcp and stoppers in all four suits. When East
shows an invitational hand with diamond support, West
chooses 3NT rather than Five Diamonds. It is often easier
to take nine tricks in notrump than the eleven you need to
make game in a minor.
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5. North
NS
[873
]KJ92
{T 9 5 2
} A 5   

7. South
All

[64
] 6 4 3  
{A Q J 4
}K864
   
W

N
E
S

[A K 5 2
]A QT 7
{73
}J92

[ Q JT 9
]85
{K86
} QT 7 3
West
2]

North
Pass
Pass

East
1]
Pass

South
Pass
Pass

Lead: Queen of Spades
With his single raise West shows 6-9 hcdp. East with only
14 hcp knows that game is far away and passes.

6. East
EW
[653
] QT 6 3 2
{K3
}KJ5

W

E
S

[T 9 4 2
]J975
{A Q 7
}Q2

North

Pass

Pass

East
Pass
Pass

[643
]9
{A J 8 6
}QJ962

West

North

East

Pass
Pass
Pass

1[
4[

Pass
Pass

South
Pass
3[
Pass

Lead: Nine of Hearts

8. West
None

[A Q 8 7
]A 4
{ JT 8 4
}A 9 4
West

[9
N
]A 8 4 2
    
W
E
{ KT 9 4 2
S
}T 7 5
[QJ85
] K JT 3
{53
}K83

East leads the Nine of Hearts, hoping to get a ruff. If West
wins with the ace and plays another, East can ruff. E-W
must also get the ace and king of diamonds and will take
the contract one down. If E- W do not take the heart ruff,
North makes easily by drawing trumps and setting up the
heart suit.

[ K J  
]K8
{9652
}T 8 7 6 3
N

[A KT 7 2
] Q 7 6 5  
{ Q 7  
} A 4   

South
1NT

Lead: Two of hearts
West leads a heart and South quickly counts seven tricks.
However, South must realise that he should unblock the
king and jack in spades first in order to ”free” the honours
in his hand before he takes the certain tricks in the side
suits.

[9
]7632
{ KT 9 4
}KQJ7

[ K QT 4 2
N
]8
W
E
{QJ653
S
} 6 5   
[65
]KQJ9
{A 7
}T 9 8 3 2

[A J 8 7 3
]AT 5 4
{82
}A 4

West
Pass
4[

East
1[
Pass

North
Pass
Pass

South
Pass
Pass

Lead: King of Hearts
West has a perfect hand for Four Spades - many trumps
and a nice shape often mean that the contract makes despite the lack of high card points. If West has more hcp he
will start with a 2NT response (13+).
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Practice Deals, Lesson 4
1. North
None

3. South
EW

[A K J 4
] J 8 7  
{KJ
}T 9 7 2

[98
N
] K 9 6 5 3     
W
E
{752
S
} K Q 6  
[753
]AT 2
{ Q T 9 8  
}A 5 4

[ QT 6 2
]Q4
{A 6 4 3
}J83

West

East
Pass
Pass

Pass

North
1[
Pass

South
1NT

Lead: Three of Hearts
South is too weak to bid a new suit at the two level (12+
points) and so is forced to respond 1NT instead. West’s
lead goes to East’s queen, and it makes no sense for South
to hold up, because the jack and ten combined give him a
further stopper in the suit. If South sets up the diamonds,
he will come to at least seven tricks.

2. East
NS
[A Q J 6 3
]97
{K7
} 9 8 6 2   

N
W

E
S

[A 9 4
N
]973
   
W
E
{732
S
} Q J T 7   
[Q75
]64
{A Q JT 4
}K86

[K862
]A J 8 2
{96
}A 4 2

West

North

East

Pass
Pass

1]
Pass

Pass
Pass

[ KT 7 2
]A K Q 6 5
{62
} AT

With his rebid South shows 12-14 hcp and a balanced
hand. North does not have the values for game to be
realistic, so he passes. After the lead South have six certain
tricks. A seventh will be set up in hearts.

[A 6 3
]Q83
{A K 8 7
}A J 8

North

1[
4[

Pass
Pass

East
1]
3[
Pass

South
Pass
Pass
Pass

[ QT 9 7
] K 6 5  
{QJ64
}K7
   
W

N
E
S

[K52
]AT
{532
} QT 9 6 2

[J84
]J9742
{T 9
}543

[ 9 5  
] J T 8 4  
{A 9 4 3
}KJ5
West

South
1{
1NT

Lead: Queen of Clubs

4. West
All

[84
]32
{ Q JT 8 5
} Q 7 4 3  

[ JT 3
] K QT 5
{ K 8 5  
}953

West
1{
2NT

North
Pass
Pass

East
1NT
3NT

South
Pass
Pass

Pass Pass

Lead: Queen of Diamonds

Lead: Two of Hearts

East’s cards are perfectly adequate for a jump to Three
Spades at his second turn. West gets in at trick two, draws
trumps and tests hearts. When the suit does not break, he
has to be content with eleven tricks.

West’s jump to 2NT shows 18-19 hcp. 1NT would be the
correct rebid with 12-14. It is important that East asks for a
small card from dummy in order to ensure two stoppers in
the suit. If East tries the Queen of Hearts the contract will fail
when North has the King of Hearts and the club finesse loses.
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5. North
NS
[4
] K JT 9 5
{9862
}T 9 4

[A JT 8 6
] A 4 3 2  
{ JT 3
}A
    
W

N
E
S

7. South
All
   [ 5 3 2
] 8 7 6  
{A K Q
    } K 8 6 2

[863
] A Q 5  
{ Q 7 4  
}K873

[ KT 7
]963
{A 2
} Q JT 9 4

[KQ75
]Q
{754
} Q J  7 5 3
West
Pass

Pass

North
1[
4[

N
W

E
S

[J54
] JT 4 2
{9853
}62

[A Q 9 2
]K87
{ K JT 6
}A 5
East
Pass
Pass

South
3[
Pass

West

North

East

Pass
Pass

3NT

Pass

South
1NT
Pass

Lead: Ace of Diamonds

Lead: Queen of Clubs

East starts by cashing the first three tricks in diamonds.
To make his contract North must use his trumps to the
maximum. All three losing hearts in hand must be ruffed
in dummy, and to do that declarer has to get back to his
hand with club ruffs. His line of play is known as a ”crossruff”.

Declarer wins the lead and sets up the diamonds. There
are at least nine tricks unless South gets greedy and takes a
spade finesse after the defence have set up clubs.

6. East
EW

[ 7 6 4  
]985
{A 5 4
}A QT 3

[J
]K63
{T 9 7 2
}KJ542

N
W

E
S

[ K QT 9 8 2
]A 4 2
{QJ3
}8

[A 5 3
] Q JT 7
{K86
}976
West

North

1NT
Pass

Pass
Pass

East
1[
2[

South
Pass
Pass

Lead: Queen of Hearts
When East rebids the spade suit as cheaply as possible he
promises 13-15 points. West has no interest in a higher
contract and passes. On best defence, N-S can take five
tricks, but they cannot beat Two Spades.

8. West
None
[ K QT 4
]J832
{A 9 7
} K 6   

[92
]KQ74
{J54
}A 5 3 2
    
W

N
E
S

[A J 8 7 3
]6
{ K QT 6 2
}87

[65
]AT 9 5
{83
} Q JT 9 4
West
1]
2[
Pass

North
Pass
Pass
Pass

East
1[
4[

South
Pass
Pass

Lead: Queen of Clubs
The East hand becomes considerably better when West
shows support for spades, and it is obvious for him to
jump to game. The lead finesses dummy’s King of Clubs,
and the defence must also come to a heart trick. Contract
just made.
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Practice Deals, Lesson 5
1. North
None
[A 8 7 2
]7653
{Q86
} K 6  

[Q4
] A J 9 8 2  
{K92
}QJ3
    
W

N
E
S

3. South
EW
[ JT 9 6
]K4
{ JT 5 3
}854

[K53
] QT
{ A 7 4  
}AT 9 7 2
West
Pass
Pass

North
1]
2NT
Pass

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
2}
3NT

Lead: Jack of Spades
East leads the Jack of Spades, and declarer asks for the
three from dummy. Best defence by West is to follow
small, and declarer will only get one trick in the suit. North
tries the club finesse and, if West can resist the temptation
to play spades, East will get in eventually to lead another
spade through dummy. This excellent defence will result in
one down and 50 points to E-W.

2. East
NS
[83
]A 9 3
{A K 7 5
} A 9 6 3   

[A 9 6 4
]87
{ 9 8 4  
} K Q J 4  
N
W

E
S

[ K J 7 5  
]J
{ Q JT 3
}8752
West
4]

North
Pass

East
3]
Pass

South
Pass
Pass

Lead: Queen of Diamonds
After East’s pre-emptive opening West raises to game. If
East has seven hearts headed by the king West can simply
count ten tricks; 450 to E-W.
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[K9863
N
] JT 2
   
W
E
{ JT 7 5
S
} 5   
[A J 4
]64
{A Q 3
}A K 8 6 2

[Q72
]A 9 8 2
{96
} JT 9 4

West

North

East

Pass
Pass
Pass

1]
3NT

Pass
Pass

South
1}
2NT
Pass

Lead: Three of Spades
On this lead declarer plays small from dummy and East
inserts the queen (third hand high). Thanks to dummy’s
ten declarer has the suit stopped twice and should therefore win the trick. When it transpires that clubs break
4-1, South has to concede a trick in that suit. If the defence
discard accurately declarer must be ”content” with nine
tricks and 400 points.

4. West
All
[ QT 2
] K QT 6 5 4 2
{62
}T

[T 5
]KQ75
{ K 8 4  2
}Q73

[A 9 3
] K 9 7 6 5  
{Q9
}K76

[QJ4
N
]83
    
W
E
{A K 8 7 2
S
}T 9 2
[T 8 7 6
] JT 4
{ JT 5 3
}53

[K52
]A Q 2
{62
}A Q J 8 4

West
Pass
3NT

East
1NT
Pass

North
1[
Pass

South
Pass
Pass

Lead: Jack of Hearts
East’s overcall promises 15-17 and at least one stopper in
hearts. East wins as cheaply as possible, and the next step is to
lead a spade towards the dummy and later finesse in clubs.
Eleven tricks is the most likely outcome for 660 to E-W.
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5. North
NS
[A J 4
]AT 7
{ QT 5 4
}K83

[ K QT 9 6
] K Q 9 4  
{ J 7 3  
}T
    
W

N
E
S

7. South
All
[ 5 3  
] J 5   
{K92
}A Q J 7 6 4

[ QT 7
]8763
{KQJ2
}J7

[872
]8763
{A 8 6
}952
West
3NT

North
1[
Pass

East
2}
Pass

South
Pass
Pass

After East’s overcall, West with his 14 hcp should bid
game. With stoppers in all suits and a completely balanced
hand 3NT seems easier than Five Clubs. West should duck
the spade at trick one. Regardless of the continuation by
North, West will have time to set up his ninth trick.

6. East
EW

West

North

1[
4[

Pass
Pass

    
W

N
E
S

[J952
]4
{T 6 3
} K QT 9 4

[3
] K JT 9 2
{A 7 4
}A 5 3 2

Lead: King of Spades

[ 6   
] Q JT
{J985
}A 9 7 6 3
[ K QT 9 8 2 N
]A 4 3
W
E
{A K 3
S
}8
[A 6
]9875
{T 6
}KQ542

[A K 8 6 4
] A Q 5  
{ 9 8 5  
}86

West

North

East

Pass
Pass
Pass

1[
4]

Pass
Pass

Lead: King of Diamonds
When South rebids Two Clubs, he also guarantees five
hearts. After the lead declarer can reduce his number of
losers by discarding a diamond on the King of Spades. In
order to get to ten tricks, South must ruff at least one club
in dummy; 620 or 650 to N-S.

8. West
None
[J764
]K62
{Q742
} JT

East
Pass
2[
Pass

South
Pass
Pass
Pass

Lead: Queen of Hearts
After East’s single raise West should jump to game with his
18 hcdp. If North holds on to all his diamonds, the defence can hold declarer to ten tricks for 620 to E-W.

South
1]
2}
Pass

[KQJ3
]KQJ
{ K QT
}A K 5

[ 9 6 5  
N
]T 7 2
    
W
E
{J54
S
} 7 6 3 2   
[A 8 7
] A 9 3  
{9863
}QJ4

[T 4 2
]8654
{A 7 2
}T 9 8

West
Pass
Pass

East
Pass
Pass

North
2NT
Pass

South
6NT

Lead: Ten of Clubs
Despite the 35 combined high card points, declarer only has
ten certain tricks. The only chance for the extra two tricks is to
lead twice towards the king and queen in diamonds. If East is
a clever defender, he ducks smoothly when the first diamond
is led to the king or queen. Then declarer will have a nasty
guess when he leads another diamond up later. Should he
insert the ten or play the other top diamond?
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The Recruit

Welcome to

A very warm welcome to The Recruit, an initiative to help
clubs and districts to recruit junior players.

all necessary subjects. At this point this is in progress and
developing.

Since the late 90s the number of juniors at bridge has decreased alarmingly. This is hardly unique to bridge, rather
a normal phenomenon regarding all youth activities. From
football to clay pigeon shooting it gets increasingly harder
to recruit juniors.

Print off this document, lean back in your favourite
armchair and read it. When you later, at your club and/or
district, have decided to come aboard,
then get going! It would be ideal if your federation has
someone who can co-ordinate and support the project
domestically.

Sitting still and doing nothing is not a successful approach,
hence this initiative. The Recruit is first of all aiming at you
as a supervisor, mentor or leader of a club.
In Sweden, the country behind the initiative, the hope
was to start a network of junior leaders. The idea of the
network was to have a platform in order to enhance
ideas, debate all kinds of questions and train people for

We really hope that you will contribute in order to make
juniors understand how much fun bridge is and, first and
foremost, make them start playing!
European Bridge League/Swedish Bridge Federation

Do you need help?
Contact the EBL Youth Committee. Check www.eurobridge.org for more information.
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1.Create a clear goal
In the year ahead it is our goal to train our juniors, integrate them into tournament bridge, and make them addicted
to our wonderful hobby.
A tip is to, as soon as possible, direct their focus to national camps or a one-off tournament for juniors. Making
them feel that ”we must be there”. Get former and
current juniors from all around the country to play bridge
virtually non-stop and make people feel that they are
having a smashing time together.

2. Leader Meeting
It is a good idea to start around spring-time in order to be
prepared and ready for the autumn when schools restart.
Get all junior leaders to attend a weekend seminar and
exchange thoughts and ideas, and teach them how to go
about this.
Apart from group work and seminars we are going to find
something that is not related to bridge, first of all to create
the ”buzz”.
The Recruit is not a one-off thing, rather something that
should be repeated year after year. In other words, an
activity that has come to stay.

3. Marketing and
Funds
We need a group of volunteers who take on the job of
becoming responsible for the youth at the club. Other
than that we also need to recruit. The most obvious place
to recruit new juniors is the school, so for a start we need
a school and its pupils. So first thing up is to get in touch
with the school and make an arrangement regarding our
phase of recuitment.
Planning
The most important issue of planning is to know how you
must act when your phase of recruitment is complete. Sadly, it is all too common that mentors visit schools without
having a specific continuation on hand. In that case people
rarely succeed. Occasionally, they are a bit surprised to
see people turn up and perhaps even shocked to learn
that they want to learn more. To sum up, make sure you
have a plan in advance for those you are going to teach!
REMEMBER! Travelling to a school with an introduction
to bridge without having papers to hand for the students
who have become interested (with information regarding
the next get-together) makes no sense.
In other words, ”All ready from the go” is what this is all
about. Many tend to be reluctant with regard to working
like this. Perhaps you think that it went badly when you
tried at an earlier stage, and then you therefore avoid
making a new attempt. But this is also a reason why you do
not achieve a satisfactory result.
The starting point is Minibridge

The Recruit

The material is basically provided by Förbundet Svensk
Bridge for registered clubs. The funding came from
bridge players through sponsorships in something named ”Club 1933”! Its then given by the Swedish Bridge
Federation to the EBL and there are no limitations and
its free to use for all and everyone to get new young
players to our belowed game!

Arranging Minibridge, in principle whist for four people
with a dummy where the aim is to take as many tricks as
possible, is by far the most common way of promoting
bridge. Facts about how Minibridge can be arranged, with
pictures, a scheme and other stuff can be downloaded for
free at www.svenskbridge.se. Most probably your local
NBO has similar download areas at their webpage.
Words like ”course”, ”school” or ”lessons” will make many
students stall when you talk about their spare time. Perhaps you succeed with getting time for a lesson, and then
it is different.
If not, then let it be ”bridge, in short”. Leave out the rest.
As for the future activities you planned after the Minibridge (for which you also sent invitations) it does not have to
be a course or the like. A ”get-together” is enough. Bear in
mind that some may want to come but are unavailable.
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Therefore, it is important that you take notes and register
those who are interested when you are there to show your
Minibridge, or whatever activity you prefer. Ask the
youngsters to give you their names, addresses, phone
numbers and email addresses.
Internet (BBO)
The Swedish Bridge Federation (FSB) has set up an interactive bridge course that is available on the Internet. It is a
programme downloadable to your PC,
where those who are interested can enter, learn more and
practice.
Recruitment in schools
We have a variety of means. The following are by far the
most common sorts of presentations you will be facing:
* Presentations in the school hall for more classes simultaneously during school hours. In principle, this is useless and
not to be recommended.
* Presentation in a class in a teaching room during school
hours. The place to arrange Minibridge!
* Free presentation at an assigned place. Interested students come and go while you are there. Those who come
have a break or the like.
Minibridge is a sure thing!
Our audience must get the chance to come to the tables
as quickly as possible and start playing - playing a game
similar to bridge at the very least. Lecturing
people standing up has no effect; it is no different from
watching paint dry.
Methods to get across
Marketing and recruitment are very important ingredients.
Your Minibridge arrangement, however, is the best way of
recruiting and, eventually, getting the
juniors to play. But how do we make them attend? Here
are some variations:
Posters
Order posters or create your own with local flavour. Make
sure that all bulletin boards are covered. If you are at a
sports school, do not forget to set up posters
in places where they train!
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Investigate
Look through the archives with club members and check if
they have children or grandchildren in school. Try to make
them tell the students what will be coming
and that they go there, preferably with their friends.
Leaflets
Prepare a leaflet with information on what is going to happen. In the school reception most classes have a box. Ask if
you can place the leaflet in those boxes. Also,
ask for a list with names and addresses of the students.
Then you can see who is interested, and you are in a position to deliver more information.
Exhibition play
Bring a few bridge players to the school and show them
how real bridge is played. You can probably order material from your federation, such as posters, leaflets,
newspapers and magazines. Make sure to have a piece of
paper with further info for those who are interested in
proceeding. As mentioned earlier it is important to
take names and addresses of those who stop to see what
this is all about and who want to learn more.
The is an excellent addition to the simultaneous Minibridge at some other table. The downside is that it takes more
volunteers.
Advertise
Check out if you can get an advertisement into the school
newspapers or other material related to information. Small
ads in newspapers (dailies) are usually not worth
the cost. It is much better to tell journalists what you are
up to and encourage them to turn up to write an article
when you are in the midst of your activity. And do
not miss the opportunity to use social networks like Facebook and Twitter.
Contact person with insight
In bridge circles we have an unusually large number of
players who are teachers by profession. Take advantage.
Tell them how you would like to recruit new players
to the game. Get a contact person. It is often feasible to
attend say a lesson in mathematics and talk about propabilities and percentages. For example, if you are
going to take a finesse, what is your chance of succeeding.
The same applies to a double finesse. We have plenty of
examples where maths shows its face and is not only
a boring theory.
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Your bridge playing math teacher knows about this. He
or she can no doubt point to tips and ideas as to how to
exploit the ressources of that school. If your contact
person does not deal with spare time activities, you should
get in touch with the one who does. That person often
knows a lot about the students!

4. Bits & Pieces
In the following you will find some advice regarding what
to think about before you get going.
Funds
What are the conditions? Most of the following expenses
are more or less unavoidable when preparing a course:
* Advertisements
* Other information (print costs)
* Facilities (rooms)
* Boards
* Other material
* Snacks and refreshments
* Meetings
* Copying

If you are to a arrange a course for juniors the club must
be prepared for expenses. Normally you would make a
budget that preferably will
end in a zero, or even better with some profit. However, as
far as juniors are concerned you will have a difficult time to
tempt them with fees
or other costs related to the course.
The bait
The sorry fact is that we, these days, have so few
youngsters, but there is a way to take advantage of that
fact!
* Use your suitable juniors who have been playing internationally as free ads!
* Show the players who have been representing your
country in the three series for juniors and let them talk
about how you can get to many
places worldwide and carry out your sport.
* If you are talented and ready to work hard there are no
limits to what you can achieve among the very best. The
competition is not fierce at this point in time.
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* Even if you do not make it to the top level, you can take
part in national camps and competitions, where up to 100
juniors gather to play bridge and have fun.

5.The Training Useful Tips

Am I up to it myself?

It goes without saying that no-one is forced to use the
enclosed material, although it is strongly recommended.

That is no given thing! Organising a course for juniors and
then ”holding their hands” all the way is a massive job. The
tip is that you should be two or three per team; that will
also make it more enjoyable.

Experience tells us that juniors are not crazy about courses for beginners over 12-14 lessons. That is why we have
created material for five lessons.

The club
Make sure that you involve and brief your club members
about what is going on, and make them understand, politely but seriously, that they treat the juniors nicely when
they turn up and sit down at the tales.
If you are not a board member, make sure that recruiting
juniors is a repeated topic at the board meetings. Through
your reports and information the board members may get
much more engaged in recruiting the juniors.

A recommended time for a lesson is 3 hours, including
a break for snacks and refreshments, and a theoretical
lecture for no more than 20 minutes.
It should not come as a surprise if your students reach a
phase where they ”understand nothing at all”. It is quite
common, but it is also important to listen and encourage
them as strongly as you can. They will overcome this obstacle, and with your help the chances that the juniors will
stay at your club will be remarkably increased.
Repetition is important, do indeed go through the practice examples a number of times with regular intervals.
Think about how you express yourself. Taking a ”finesse”
and ”establish” a suit are obvious terms for you, but a wan-
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nabe junior player will be wondering what kind of a weird
individual you are when you talk like that and use those
terms randomly :)
You will be facing questions that are blatantly obvious
to you. Even then, take your time to explain everything
thoroughly and appropriately.
Make sure that you are well prepared before the lesson.
This applies to everything from the content of the lesson
to the person responsible for the break
with sandwiches and soft drinks.
By the end of the teaching document you will find all
layouts for all lessons. If you have more than one table it
would be best that everyone plays the same
board at the same time. By doing so you will be able to
squeeze in a little extra when appropriate.
Planning the first lesson
When planning the first lesson you should have an idea
about how you would like the students to sit, but that is
often determined by room and furniture.
Which aids do you have in mind? Check out that board
markers, chalk, overhead films, overhead pens, a spare

lamp to the overheard projector, etc. are on hand.
How will you solve the problem with names? Perhaps you
need to provide badges. A badge could be a thick cardboard folded and placed in front of the students where
everyone writes his or her name, preferably readable :)
The practice boards must be pre-dealt and ready. By all
means, involve the students with regard to board duplication. We are pretty sure that if need be you can get a
couple of club members to help out.
Under way
When the participants arrive they will usually be insecure
or even lost. You must therefore be there well in advance
and greet them as they come. Try to get them involved
immediately, for instance by showing them around the
room and asking them to move some of the furniture.
Introduction
Introduce yourself and your staff in casual fashion. The
juniors should also introduce themselves, which, regardless of age, can be somewhat uncomfortable. Let them sit
down two and two together, let them interview each other
and eventually talk about who their table mates are.
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Personal advice

Spread your questions!

* Act naturally!

There must not be a single student, who during an evening
does not get a question or an assignment. Everyone must
have had personal contact with you before the evening is
over.

* Do not pretend that you know something you do not.
Tell them that you will find out for next time, and do NOT
forget to do it!
* Like your students!
* Acknowledge and encourage as much as you can!
* Avoid using the word ”simple”. Bridge is seldom easy
for a student. ”Simple” can even be interpreted as a little
rude.
* Avoid telling the students that you do not always use the
same methods as mentioned in the textbook. It leads to
confusion.
Ask a lot!
* You make sure that everyone understands.
* They are the ones who should solve the prolems, not
you.
* It is extremely stimulating and rewarding to get things
right (that could be why we play bridge at all).
* The teaching becomes more active and consequently
more enjoyable.
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Challenge the students!
Do not accept sloppiness. Bridge is concentration and a
job.
Do not underestimate the students.
Do not be harsh on them and do not use irony!
Instead, stimulate them. Praise them without being ridiculous. There is no-one who does not appreciate compliments.
When explaining
Always start with the example! Take the theory afterwards.
If you start with theory, no-one will understand a word.
If you start with the example, it will be easier for you to
explain (for example honour on honour and third hand
high).
Do not interrupt the play!
Let them complete the madness and approach the problem afterwards. Only go through the various points with
the actual board if a bid is totally out of line.
Do not analyse the whole deal in detail after the hand!
It will be too troublesome for the students to go through
every thinkable bid or ”pip” after a deal.

The Recruit
Bridge Ethics & Laws

6. Registration

It is strongly recommended that you, in addition to the the
enclosed training material, set aside an evening (perhaps
the last one) to enlighten the students about bridge ethics
and our most common laws. Then perhaps finish it all with
a 10-board tournament!?

Make sure that you get names of all staff at the federation,
the persons working with the project. Also make sure that
you get all information regarding the students who start
playing so that the federation can communicate with them
directly.
Help? Get in touch!
We recommend that you establish some kind of help unit
at national level; people who are available to provide detailed information to the people who do the job locally.

Registration of junior leader
Name:__________________________________________________________________________________________
Member ID:_____________________________________________________________________________________
Contact info:_____________________________________________________________________________________
Club name:______________________________________________________________________________________

My juniors
Junior 1:
Date of Birth:____________________________________

Junior 3:
Date of Birth:____________________________________

Name:_________________________________________

Name:_________________________________________

Address:_______________________________________

Address:_______________________________________

Telephone:_____________________________________

Telephone:_____________________________________

Email:__________________________________________

Email:__________________________________________

Junior 2:
Date of Birth:____________________________________

Junior 4:
Date of Birth:____________________________________

Name:_________________________________________

Name:_________________________________________

Address:_______________________________________

Address:_______________________________________

Telephone:_____________________________________

Telephone:_____________________________________

Email:__________________________________________

Email:__________________________________________

Good Luck!
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